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ABSTRACT
A system that provides GPS-based navigation/orbit determi
nation capabilities for high-altitude spacecraft. The system

(56)

uses an existing spacecraft processor and an easy-to-space
qualify minimum-hardware front end to minimize the need
for new space-qualified hardware. The system also uses
coherent integration to acquire and track the very weak GPS
signals at high altitudes. The system also uses diurnal thermal
modeling of a spacecraft clock and precision orbit propaga
tion to enable longer coherent integration, a special Kalman
filter to allow weak signal tracking by integrated operation of
orbit determination and GPS signal tracking, and a segment
by-segment, post-processing, delayed-time approach to
allow a low-speed spacecraft processor to provide the Soft
ware GPS capability.
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1.

2
coarse acquisition (C/A) code; and (2) a 50 HZ navigation
message. The C/A code sequence repeats every 1 mSec. The

SOFTWARE GNSS RECEIVER FOR
HIGH-ALTTUDE SPACECRAFT
APPLICATIONS

GPS receiver demodulates the received code from the carrier,
and detects the time offset between the received code and a

locally generated replica of the code. The receiver also recon
structs the navigation message data. As is well known, the
navigation messages include ephemeris data, used to calcu
late the position of each satellite in orbit, and information

BACKGROUND

This invention generally relates to radio navigation/com
munications, and more particularly relates to software GNSS
receivers.

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) is the stan
dard generic term for satellite navigation systems that provide
autonomous geo-spatial positioning with global coverage.

about the time and status of the entire satellite constellation,
10

GNSS allows an electronic receiver to determine its location

(longitude, latitude and altitude) to within a few meters using
time signals transmitted along a line-of-sight from satellites.
The global coverage is achieved by constellations of medium
Earth orbit (MEO) satellites in different orbital planes.
The United States NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
(GPS) is a GNSS. GPS receivers are currently in widespread
use for navigation and other related applications. Basically, a
GPS receiver can determine its location by analyzing radio
signal information received from GPS satellites orbiting the

15

earth.

Generally, GPS signal processing can be divided into two
major tasks: signal acquisition (or detection) and then signal
tracking (and demodulation). Signal acquisition is the pro
cess of finding a GPS signal within a two-dimensional
unknown parameter space. Signal tracking is the process of
continuously updating the estimates of these two and other
signal parameters. Signal acquisition is generally a more dif
ficult process than signal tracking.

different satellites. When a satellite lock occurs, or the incom

ing signal matches an internally generated pseudo random
noise (PRN) code (often called “a code replica'), the receiv
er's processor is notified. The processor contains executable
code to generate a pseudo-range or a line-of-sight distance to
the satellite. The processor may also contain the executable
code of an orbit propagator. An orbit propagator autono
mously generates estimates of position, Velocity and time.
The pseudo-range is a measurement input to the navigation
filter that calculates point solutions for determining the orbit
of the spacecraft. Such GPS systems may be employed to
position and track an orbiting moving body.
The theory and practice of satellite orbit prediction and

and constellation status.
25
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determination is disclosed in a book entitled “Satellite Orbits:

Models, Methods and Applications.” by Montenbruck and

Gill, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, N.Y., 1* Ed.

55

(2000), the contents of which is incorporated by reference
herein in its entirety. Starting from the basic principles of
orbital mechanics, the book covers elaborate force models as

well as precise methods of satellite tracking. Emphasis is on
numerical treatment and a multitude of algorithms adopted in
modern Satellite trajectory computation are described.
A GPS receiver receives ranging signals broadcast from the
constellation of GPS satellites. These ranging signals (e.g.,
the L1 carrier frequency) are Binary Phase Shift Key (BPSK)
modulated. The modulation consists of two components that
are modulo-2 summed: (1) a 1.023 MHz (in the case of the L1
carrier) Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) code, such as the

To compute spacecraft position, Velocity and time, the
navigation system determines the pseudo-range to four or
more GPS satellites in track. The propagation time to each
GPS satellite is obtained by determining the difference
between transmit and receipt times of the code. The pseudo
range to each GPS satellite is computed by multiplying each
propagation time measurement by the speed of light (repre
sented by “c” in the Appendix hereto).
The navigation message transmitted from each GPS satel
lite provides data which are required to Support the position
determination process. That includes information to deter
mine satellite time of transmission, satellite position, satellite
health, satellite clock correction, time transferred to UTC,

A GPS receiver is an autonomous instrument that trans

forms signals from GPS satellites into point solutions for
spacecraft navigation. Current GPS receivers have a radio
frequency section for receiving and converting signals
received from a spacecraft's antennas. The digitized signals
are then forwarded to one or more correlators, controlled by
the receivers own processor. The correlators look for matches
between the incoming signal and the corresponding code for

called the almanac.
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The signal processing and analyzing functions of a GPS
receiver can be relatively complex and until recently were
generally performed by customized processing hardware,
Such as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). As
such, a typical hardware-oriented GPS receiver can become
incompatible with next generation communications technol
ogy, and may require costly upgrading or replacement or
integration with other devices. In addition, hardware-oriented
GPS receivers used in harsh environments, such as in military
applications, typically require an extensive Support system to
maintain reliable component operation.
Recent efforts to overcome these disadvantages have led to
the development of software GPS receivers, where an embed
ded GPS application program (running on a general purpose
processor) can provide signal processing and analysis func
tionality previously performed by hardware. In the event of a
change in GPS satellite signal standards, for example, a soft
ware GPS receiver can be reconfigured with up-to-date soft
ware to accommodate the new satellite signal with little or no
impact on the receiver hardware.
Conventional (GPS) receivers are generally not readily
capable of operating effectively at altitudes above low Earth
orbits (LEO), namely, geostationary Earth orbits (GEO) or
other high-altitude space missions. This is due, in part, to the
fact that the GPS signals available at higher altitudes are much
weaker and more sparsely present than on Earth or at LEO
and the strongest part of the signal is mostly blocked by the
earth itself. It is the inadequacy of conventional GPS acqui
sition and tracking techniques that generally prevent the use
of weak signals in GPS receivers.
The generally inadequate (for weak signals) conventional
approach is to employ a serial search of the two-dimensional
parameter (frequency and time) space during acquisition.
Typically, the same hardware that is used in signal tracking is
reconfigured to effect the search. During a cold-start, which is
a lack of any prior (a priori) information about visible GPS
signals, acquisition by serial search can take upwards of 20
minutes for a very strong signal. To acquire weak signals,
more data must be examined. Using serial search methods,
acquisition times grow quadratically.
U.S. Pat. No. 7,548,199 discloses a fast acquisition/weak
signal GPS receiver targeted for high-altitude spacecraft
applications which uses radiation-hardened field-program
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mable gate arrays. There is a need for a software GPS receiver
for high-altitude spacecraft applications.
BRIEF SUMMARY

The present invention includes a system that provides
GPS-based navigation/orbit determination capabilities for
high-altitude spacecraft. The system disclosed herein uses an
existing spacecraft processor and an easy-to-space-qualify
minimum-hardware front end to minimize the need for new

space-qualified hardware. The system also uses coherent inte
gration (also known as “time-domain averaging”) to acquire
and track the very weak GPS signals at the high altitudes
typical of GEO or HEO. The system disclosed herein uses
diurnal thermal modeling of a spacecraft clock and precision
orbit propagation to enable longer coherent integration; a
special Kalman filter to allow weak signal tracking by inte
grated operation of orbit determination and GPS signal track
ing; and a segment-by-segment, post-processing, delayed
time approach to allow a low-speed spacecraft processor to
provide the software GPS capability. The system disclosed
herein also provides an efficient way of updating and utilizing
GPS navigation data (“navdata') that is used to “wipeout' the
navdata on the GPS signal to allow long coherent integration.
Other aspects of the invention are disclosed and claimed

10

15

time.

In accordance with the embodiment disclosed herein, an

25

below.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a high-level diagram showing components of a
system in accordance with one embodiment of the invention.
Only items 2 and 4 in FIG. 1 represent hardware compo
nents—the other blocks representing various Software mod
ules running on a computer processor onboard the user satel

30

lite.

35

FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing steps of a method for deter
mining a spacecraft orbit using GPS signals in accordance
with the embodiment disclosed herein. The acronyms “HW
and “SW respectively stand for hardware and software.
FIG. 3 is a three-dimensional graph showing exemplary
correlation magnitudes for a two-dimensional search over an
array of frequency/time points. The spike indicates that the
receiver of the user satellite has found a signal from a GNSS
satellite at that time and frequency.

40

45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A high-altitude GPS orbit determination system in accor
dance with one embodiment of the invention is depicted in
FIG. 1. Analog GPS signals are received by an antenna 2
onboard the orbiting spacecraft. These GPS signals are
received by front-end hardware represented by block 4 in
FIG. 1. This front-end hardware preferably comprises a
single-chip, easily space-qualifiable solution which can be
purchased in the open market. Block 4 takes the L-band GPS
signal and down converts to the Intermediate Frequency (IF)
band (typically a few megahertz). Block 4 then samples the
analog signal using an analog-to digital (A/D) conversion at
around 4 MHZ (for CA code). The output of block 4 is digital
data that can be processed by a computer processor onboard
the orbiting spacecraft. The design and fabrication of block 4

50
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is well known in the art of GPS.

The sampled signal (i.e., digital) data from block 4 is
output to a sampled signal buffer 6, which saves the digital
data. Buffer 6 can be implemented by software running on the
computer processor. The length of the buffer is dependent on
how much processor throughput is allocated for the GPS

4
capability and how large processing delays are. In one
embodiment, buffer 6 accumulates 1 second of data (usually
in real time).
There are two situations that are of particular interest: (1)
real-time processing; and (2) delayed processing. In the case
of real-time processing the sampled data is immediately pro
cessed to provide a navigation solution. In this case, the
computer processor must be fast enough to process the data in
real-time. In the case of delayed processing, the sampled data
corresponding to a time segment, for example, a 100-msec
segment, are stored for delayed processing. In the latter case,
the processor is allowed to take its time and reports results
after a large time delay (such as 15 minutes). As a result, it is
possible to provide the GPS capability for spacecraft orbit
determination purposes with virtually no throughput require
ment as the processing can be spread over a long period of

65

acquisition machine 20 (i.e., an acquisition algorithm module
running on the onboard computer) is used to acquire very
weak GPS signals at the high altitudes typical of GEO or HEO
in a delayed-processing mode. After the GPS signals have
been acquired using the acquisition machine 20, the GPS
signals can be tracked in a real-time mode using well-known
algorithms, as explained in detail below.
The system also comprises an orbit propagator 16 (well
known in the art and disclosed in the book by Montenbruck
and Gill, previously incorporated by reference herein). The
orbit propagator 16 integrates the acceleration of the space
craft into velocity and then into position. Most existing orbit
determination algorithms simply determine orbit from GPS
data. The approach disclosed herein uses precision orbit
propagation using a gravity model (known art) and a thruster
error model (if the thrusters are fired). Coherent integration of
the signal requires the navigation system to precisely predict
the position and Velocity, and consequently, the code phase,
code frequency and carrier intermediate frequency. The pre
cision orbit determination enables this capability.
The acceleration inputs to the orbit propagator 16 are the
following: (1) gravitational forces exerted by the Earth, Sun
and Moon on the spacecraft; and (2) acceleration generated
by thruster firing of the spacecraft. The gravitational forces on
the spacecraft are computed using a high-accuracy gravity
model (block 22 in FIG. 1), which is software running on the
onboard computer processor. The acceleration generated by
thruster firing is estimated using a thruster error model (block
24 in FIG. 1), which also is software running on the onboard
computer processor. The orbit states are computed by the
orbit propagator 16 and maintained in real time.
The relation between the intended thruster force and the
actual thruster force is what the thruster error model 24

attempts to model. The specific form of the model depends on
the actual thrusters, but the generic mathematical form dis
closed in Section 4 of the Appendix encompasses virtually all
possibilities.
The system further comprises an orbit states buffer 8 which
receives the computed orbit states data from the orbit propa
gator 16 and buffers that data for the same time period that the
sampled signal buffer 6 is buffering the GPS data. The orbit
states can be buffered with time stamps in orbit states buffer
8 to allow time-matched processing together with the GPS
signals in buffer 6 in a delayed fashion.
During tracking of GPS signals, the orbit states outputted
by buffer 8 are processed by a correlator steering algorithm
(block 10 in FIG. 1), which is software running on the
onboard computer processor. The correlator steering algo
rithm 10 controls replica signal generation. The correlator
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steering algorithm 10 uses the following information to con
trol replica signal generation: (1) the buffered orbit position
and velocity of the user satellite coming from buffer 8; (2)
current knowledge of the time corrected by current knowl
edge of corrections coming from a diurnal clock error correc
tion software module (block 26 in FIG. 1) which includes a
clock error model (the clock error model is described in more
detail in Section 3 of the Appendix); (3) position, velocity and
clock error of each GNSS satellite, which is predicted by
software module 14 in FIG. 1 based on information in the

navigation messages received, e.g., from the ground; and (4)
an “integer ambiguity” value from the Kalman filter 18. Dur
ing normal operation (i.e., real-time tracking), the correlator
steering algorithm in block 10 produces the predicted carrier

intermediate frequency (), the predicted code frequency co,

and the predicted code phase (p, using the currently estimated
position and velocity of the user satellite from the orbit propa
gator 16, position, velocity and clock error of each GNSS
satellite from the navigation message, and the clock bias,
clock rate and “integer ambiguity” from the Kalman filter 18.
The system further comprises a correlation processing
software module 12 which performs correlation, I & G gen
eration and demodulation. More specifically, in well-known
manner, the correlation processing module 12 performs base
band digital signal processing as well as signal acquisition
and tracking in real-time. The correlation processing module
12 generates a replica signal based on information from the
correlator steering algorithm 10 and then correlates the
sampled digital GPS signals from buffer 6 with that replica
signal. Correlation analysis is used to determine what code
phase difference exists between the GPS and replicated PRN
codes. The incoming GPS signal is demodulated down to
roughly the baseband by multipliers using the corresponding
cosine and sine versions of the replica signal to produce I and
Q signal components. The resulting I and Q signal compo
nents are sent to a Kalman filter 18, which computes the
correlation magnitude for each frequency/time point in the
search array:

10

As is well known in the art, the CA code is modulated on
15

25
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As previously explained, the acquisition performs similar
computations, but in a delayed processing mode, not in a
real-time processing mode. The acquisition machine com
prises a correlator steering algorithm (similar to block 10 in
FIG. 1), Software correlator processing for generating aver
aged I and Q signal components (similar to block 12 in FIG.
1), an algorithm for computing correlation magnitudes for
each frequency/time point in a search array (similar to an
algorithm in the Kalman filter 18), and an algorithm for
computing lower-accuracy versions of the pseudo-range and
pseudo-range rate for each GNSS satellite whose GPS signals
have been acquired. The acquisition machine 20 then sends
those pseudo-ranges and pseudo-range rates to the Kalman

45

top of the carrier, and the navdata is modulated on the top of
the CA code. The navdata bit changes its value every 20 msec
(50 bits/sec); consequently, if one were to integrate the cor
relation results beyond 20 msec, it means integrating across
the boundary of at least 2 navdata bits. Consequently, the
integration results would not be correct because of the change
in the navdata bits during the integration.
However, the navdata from the incoming signal can be
removed using the navdata from other sources (e.g., uploaded
from ground or received earlier) with the addition of reason
able time knowledge (so that it is known when the navdata bit
changes). By doing that, the integration is no longer affected
by the change in the navdata bits. This technique is well
known in the art. The use of known navigation data (navdata)
in the replica signal generation is known as "data wipe-out'
because the multiplication of the generated navdata bits with
the incoming navdata bits has the effect of wiping out the
navdata. The result is such that the system is not bounded by
the maximum integration period of 20 msec during which the
navdata bits remain constant. Integrating for longer times
means the system will be able to detect weaker GPS signals.
Block 14 maintains the navigation data bits which can
come from the following sources: (1) saved when there is
strong GPS signal (for example, signal from the main lobe of
the antenna pattern); (2) uploaded by equipment on the
ground; (3) provided by assistance/augmentation services
such as TDRS; or (4) predicted using the current data (a
known art).
The acquisition machine 20 also accumulates (or coher
ently integrates) the correlation results to provide an
enhanced signal-to-noise ratio. This allows the very weak
signals at high altitude from the side-lobe of the GPS space
vehicle antenna 2 to be detectable.

50
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filter 18. The Kalman filter then uses that information to

update the position and Velocity estimates, which leads to
corrections to the orbit state and to the clockbias and rate. The

foregoing corrections are sent by the Kalman filter to the orbit
propagator 16.
Equations representing the computations performed by the
correlator steering algorithm are given in Section 1 of the
Appendix. Equations representing the computations per
formed during correlation processing are given in Section 2 of
the Appendix. The graph in FIG. 3 shows one example in
which the correlation magnitude has been calculated by the
acquisition machine for a search array of frequency/time

6
points. The spike indicates that the receiver of the user satel
lite has found a signal from a GNSS satellite at the corre
sponding time and frequency.
The replica signal is generated by the acquisition machine
20 using the predicted code frequency, predicted code phase
(pseudo-range) and predicted carrier intermediate frequency
from the correlator steering algorithm. In addition, the replica
signal is modulated with the navigation data information
which is based on current knowledge of navigation data com
ing from block 14 to allow extended coherent integration by
the acquisition machine 20.

60
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As previously mentioned, the system comprises a Kalman
filter 18, which is also software running on the onboard com
puter processor. During real-time tracking, the Kalman filter
18 receives I and Q signal components from the correlation
processing module 12 and also receives inputs from the orbit
propagator 16. During delayed processing, the Kalman filter
receives pseudo-ranges and pseudo-range rates from the
acquisition machine 20. The generic equations for the Kal
man filter 18 are well known in the art. The specific Kalman
filter design of the disclosed embodiment of the present
invention can be described by identifying the states of the
Kalman filter and the associated state transition matrix (A
matrix' or “PHI matrix”) and measurement matrix (“H
matrix').
The Kalman filter 18 has the following states: (1) orbit
position errors (a 3x1 vector); (2) orbit velocity errors (a 3x1
vector); (3) thruster model parameter errors (depending on
thruster type, can be one scale factor parameter per thruster);
(4) gravity model parameter errors (typically just a gravity
bias); (5) spacecraft clock bias and clock rate and clock error
model parameter errors (typically two states); and (6) a float

US 8,259,012 B2
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during acquisition searches. The acquisition processing is
used in the following two situations: (1) before the system is
able to track the GPS signals; and (2) when the decision has
been made to spare a very Small portion of processor through
put, the coherently integrated GPS signals are processed (seg
ment by segment) in a long-delayed manner (1 hour, for
example) and the acquisition results are sent to the Kalman
filter, which uses them to update the state of the orbit propa

7
ing point version of the GPS carrier-phase Integer Ambiguity
(one state for each tracked space vehicle).
The formulation of key matrices for the specific Kalman
filter design is described in Section 5 of the Appendix. The
linearized State transition equation set forth in the Appendix is
used in the standard Kalman filter equations for covariance
propagation. The Kalman filter receives the I and Q signal
components and updates the parameter states. The Kalman
filter 18 then feeds back estimated corrections to the orbit

propagator 16, the thruster error model 24 and the clock error
model 26, allowing the entire system to work together for the
best performance in a synergistic manner.
Both the correlation processing module 12 and the acqui
sition machine 20 calculate the I and Q signal components
using the equations set forth in Section 2 of the Appendix. The
correlation processing module 12 performs those operations
in a real-time mode (one value at a time), outputting the I and
Q signal components to the Kalman filter 18, which converts
the I and Q signal components into pseudo-ranges. The
pseudo-range calculations use the signals of four satellites to
compute the location and the clockerror of the user satellite in
a well-known manner. In particular, the time when the signal
from a GNSS satellite was received (i.e., the spike seen in
FIG. 3) is subtracted from the time when the signal was
transmitted by the GNSS satellite, the resulting difference
being multiplied by the speed of light to get the range in a

gator.
10

15

25

well-known manner.

In a delayed processing mode, the acquisition algorithm 20
processes a series of signal samples acquired over a previous
time interval (e.g., 1 sec) and generates pseudo-ranges and
pseudo-range rates, which are sent to the Kalman filter.
(While operating in the delayed processing mode, the corre
lation processing module 12 is not operating in the real-time
mode.)
In either the real-time or the delayed-processing mode, the
I and Qvalues are calculated for a search array of frequency/
time data points received from the sampled signal buffer 6.
Typically, the correlation processing module 12 perform a
two-dimensional search using three time entries and one fre
quency entry. In contrast, in the delayed processing mode, the
acquisition machine 20 searches an array of frequency/time
data points having far greater numbers of time and frequency
entries. For example, the search time array tmay have 2,000
entries (i.e., k=-1,000 to +1,000 half-chips, where 1 half

chip=% usec=500 nsec), while the search frequency array f,

30

ti.
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has 100 entries separated by 400 Hz. The search results are the
I and Q signal components for every frequency/time point in
a two-dimensional array.
The PRN is a function of time. The receiver disclosed

herein creates a replica of a PRN and then multiplies that
replica by the incoming signal. When the replica and the
incoming signal are aligned, the correlation magnitude will
get a large spike at a particular time and frequency, as seen in
FIG. 3. If the peak of the spike in the correlation magnitudes

50

is not in the middle, then there is an error and the deviation is

55

sent to the Kalman filter 18. The acquisition machine 20
coherently integrates the GPS signal data from buffer 6. The
acquisition machine 20 also determines the pseudo-ranges
and pseudo-range rates from the user spacecraft to the GPS
satellites by searching within the range of uncertainty against
the received GPS signal. The acquisition machine determines
the pseudo-range and pseudo-range rate by searching in the
two-dimensional space of time delay (which translates to
pseudo-range) and Doppler frequency (which translates to
pseudo-range rate). The orbit propagator 16 provides orbit
information to the acquisition machine 20, which is used by
the latter to provide the “center point' for the search range

Since the position of the user satellite is predictable, the
onboard system needs to correct for errors, i.e., operate in the
delayed processing mode, only every few, e.g., two, hours. In
accordance with one embodiment, the GPS signal data
acquired during a 1-Sec interval is buffered; then signal data
acquisition is stopped. The acquisition algorithm can be
implemented on a slow computer since a fix is needed only
every 2 hours. The purpose of the sampled signal buffer 6 (see
FIG. 1) is to allow accumulation of data samples over the
predetermined (e.g., 1 sec) time interval. The large sample of
data points enables the acquisition algorithm to perform
coherent integration to acquire and track the very weak GPS
signals at GEO or HEO.
Given the periodic Sun exposure of the spacecraft in a
regular fashion, the clock errors typically exhibit periodic
behavior as well. The system disclosed herein takes advan
tage of this fact to achieve better performance. Specifically,
the system uses the clock error model disclosed in Section 3
of the Appendix. There is no clock error term in the equations
for the correlator steering algorithm (see Section 1 of the
Appendix) as it is contained in the search time t, but for
tracking, the modeled clock error will be used in the place of
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FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing steps of a method for deter
mining a spacecraft orbit using GPS signals in accordance
with the embodiment disclosed herein. The acronyms “HW
and “SW respectively stand for hardware and software.
Referring to FIG. 2, in step 30 analog GPS signals are
received by front-end hardware (previously described). The
front-end hardware takes the L-band GPS signal and down
converts the carrier frequency to the IF band in step 32. It then
converts the analog signal into a sequence of digital samples
in step 34. The resulting digital data is then stored in a buffer
(step36). As seen in FIG. 2, the buffered IF data is used in step
36 (i.e., correlation) or in step 62 (i.e., acquisition), which
steps will be described hereinafter in more detail.
In step 44, the orbit propagator receives data representing
the acceleration generated by thruster firings. In step 46.
corrections are applied using the thruster error model, which
corrections compensate for the differences between intended
thruster force and actual thruster force. In step 48, the orbit
propagator corrects for gravity model errors, based on gravity
model parameter errors received from the Kalman filter.
In step 50, the orbit propagator propagates orbit and time.
As used herein, the term “propagate orbit and time” means to
numerically integrate gravity and thruster firing acceleration
into Velocity and position and update the time as time moves
forward. This process is well known in the art. In the delayed
processing mode, the orbit propagator sends the current esti
mated Velocity and position of the user satellite to the acqui
sition machine.

In step 52, the correlator Steering algorithm generates cor
relator steering data. As used herein, the term “generate cor
relator steering data” means to predict the carrier intermedi
ate frequency, code frequency and code phase and use the
results to decide how to change the estimated carrier interme
diate frequency, code frequency and code phase so that the
replica signal matches with the incoming GPS signal. Spe
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cifically, the correlator steering algorithm simply predicts the
carrier intermediate frequency, code frequency and code
phase using the currently estimated position and Velocity
from the orbit propagator, and the clock bias, clock rate, and
“integer ambiguity” from the Kalman filter as the first step.
In step 54, the replica signal is generated by using the
predicted carrier intermediate frequency, code frequency and
code phase, predicted clock bias and clock rate error and the
predicted integer ambiguity. In addition, the replica signal is
modulated with the navigation data information, which is
based on current knowledge of navigation data, to allow
extended coherent integration. Navdata contains both data
that is predictable and data that is unpredictable. The ephem
eris data bits, for example, will not be predictable, but some of
the timing data is predictable by simply using the current time
knowledge possessed by the system. Prediction is used when
the unpredictable data is not changing and the predictable
data is changing.
In step 38, the buffered signal data undergoes correlation
processing. The resulting I and G signal components are sent
to the Kalman filter (step 40). In step 56, the Kalman filter
propagates the covariance to provide an estimate of the accu
racy of the orbit prediction. Upon receipt of the I and Q signal
components (step 42), the Kalman filter performs updates in
step 58 and sends orbit state corrections to the orbit propaga
tor (step 60). The orbit propagator applies these corrections in
step 68. More specifically, the orbit propagator applies the
corrections to the position and Velocity vector states as esti
mated by the Kalman filter by simply adding the correction
vector from the Kalman filter to the position and velocity
Vector States.
Still referring to FIG. 2, in the delayed-processing mode
the acquisition machine (block 20 in FIG. 1) receives a train
of GPS signal data from buffer 6. The acquisition algorithm
coherently integrates the data from buffer 6 and also deter
mines pseudo-ranges and pseudo-range rates by searching
within the range of uncertainty against the received GPS
signal (step 62). The orbit propagator provides orbit informa
tion to the correlator steering algorithm of the acquisition
machine (step 50), which is used by the latter to provide the
“center point for the search range during acquisition
searches. In step 64, the acquisition machine calculates cor
rections that will then be propagated from the time for which
the correction is valid to the time when the correction will be
applied by the orbit propagator in step 68 in most cases,
keeping the Velocity correction the same, and changing the
position correction by adding the position correction and the
velocity correction times the time difference between the time

10
limited to the particular embodiment disclosed as the best
mode contemplated for carrying out this invention.
APPENDIX
5
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While the invention has been described with reference to

various embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in
the art that various changes may be made and equivalents may
be substituted for elements thereof without departing from
the scope of the invention. In addition, many modifications
may be made to adapt a particular situation to the teachings of
the invention without departing from the essential scope
thereof. Therefore it is intended that the invention not be
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The second variation implements a code phase and carrier
phase tracking loop where the code phase and carrier-phase
command is computed using the following equations:
25

Pat Poss + N.
cik = — — + otGNSS ?code + foodelk
30

where f is the PRN code frequency; f. is the carrier
frequency; w is the carrier wave length; f is the intermediate

frequency; f, is the search frequency array; t is the search time
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array; V. is the satellite (user) velocity vector; Voss is the
GNSS satellite velocity vector; P. is the satellite (user)
position vector; Pass is the GNSS satellite position vector;
and Ötzss is the GNSS satellite clock error. Voss, Poss
and Ötoxss are taken from the navigation message. The f, and
t are set depending on the size of the sample buffer and the
accuracy of the time estimate.
2. Correlation Processing
The equations for the correlation processing areas follows:
insanp

45
insanp

for which the correction is valid and the time when the cor

rection is applied. The acquisition machine then sends those
corrections to the Kalman filter. The orbit propagator applies
corrections received from the Kalman filter in step 68.
The above-described system provides an autonomous orbit
determination capability for GEO and HEO spacecraft. The
system uses software to eliminate the need for space-qualified
GPS receiver hardware. Using coherent integration, which is
easily implemented in the Software receiver, the system
detects, acquires and tracks the very weak GPS signals at high
altitudes. For high-altitude spacecraft, the system need not be
concerned with ionosphere delays and troposphere delays
and can easily eliminate the signals that go through the iono
sphere and troposphere near Earth.

1. Correlator Steering Algorithm
At least two variations of the steering algorithm can be
used in the overall architecture. The first variation imple
ments a code phase and frequency tracking loop where the
carrier frequency, code frequency and code phase command
is computed using the following equations:

Qi = X V,cos(coit, princit, + h)D(,)
=0

50

where V, is the digitized Voltage of sample n; t is the sample

time; Dt is the coherent integration time; n is the number
of samples to integrate over (i.e., Dt times the sample rate);
D(t) is the data bit phase at the sample time; I, is the
in-phase correlation value; and Q, is the quadrature correla
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tion value.
3. Clock Error Model

60

Given the periodic Sun exposure of the spacecraft in a
regular fashion, the clock errors typically exhibit periodic
behavior as well. Modeling of the clock errors using a peri
odic function corresponding to the periodic thermal profile of
the spacecraft is referred to herein as “thermal modeling.
This allows one to achieve better performance by taking
advantage of this fact.
Specifically, the following thermal model is used in the
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disclosed embodiment:
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ne: number of parameters used to model clock rate
m: nex1 vector, parameters in the clock rate model,

12
W, white noise also 3x1, models the numerical error of the
integration on R;
V: 3x1 velocity vector, W, white noise also 3x1, models all

W: white noise, models the variation of the parameters
S(S2t): a set of period base functions

For example, the periodic base functions may be Fourier
base functions of sin and coS functions with the frequency
being an integer multiple of S2. When only a single function
“1” is used in the set, m degrades to the traditional clock rate.
4. Thruster Error Model
The relation between the intended thruster force and the

the unmodeled acceleration errors;
5

10

vector, models parameter variations;
N: nSVX1 carrier phase integer cycle ambiguity Scaled into
meters;
15

f(Acceleration?)

where B is a vector of parameters.
5. Kalman Filter Model

Let the thruster force model be given by Clf

f(CB), f is a vector of parameters which may be uncer
tain for the thruster model.

Let the gravity model be given by g.g(Y.R), where R is the
position vector and Y is a vector of parameters used in the
gravity model that may carry errors.
The state transition equations for the Kalman filter can be

ngX1, models the variation of Y;
T: scalar: receiver clock bias; W, white noise also scalar,
models clock phase noise;

m: nex 1 vector, clock rate error parameters; W, white noise

actual thruster force is what the thruster model attempts to
model. The specific forms of model depend on the actual
thrusters, but one can use the following generic mathematical
form to encompass most possibilities:
Accelerationgenerated

?: nbx1 thruster model parameter vector, W, white noise
also nbx1, models the variation of B;
Y: ngX1 gravity model parameter vector; W white noise also

W, white noise also nSVX1, models numerical errors.
Two types of measurements can be used. The I and Q signal
components can be passed through a discriminator, conse
quently deriving the pseudo-range and carrier-phase mea
Surements from the I and Q components. Alternatively, one
can use the I and Q components directly as the measurements.
When pseudo-range and carrier-phase are used, the mea
sure-ment equations for GPS satellite k are simply:
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written as:

where V.“ is the code phase noise and V. is the carrier
V
30

W,
W

.

Wy

35

phase noise.
When the I and Q components are used directly as the
measurements, the relationship between pseudo-range,
pseudo-range rate and carrier-phase is known and can be
found in textbooks such as “Principles of GNSS, Inertial and
Multisensor Integrated Navigation System” by Paul Groves:
IQ-IQ (pre-prate.cp)+V.'
where

The state transition equation can be linearized as:
pr(R.T.)=|R-R+CT is the pseudo range
R
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which is used in the standard Kalman filter equations for
covariance propagation. The equation parameters are as fol
lows:

vector;

1. A Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver
onboard a satellite, comprising:
an antenna for generating analog Global Positioning Sys
tem (GPS) signal data in response to detection of analog
GPS signals:
front-end circuitry connected to receive said analog GPS
signal data from said antenna, said front-end circuitry
comprising an analog-to digital converter which con
verts analog GPS signal data to digital GPS signal data;
and

W.
Wy

nSV-number of GPS satellites tracked; ng number of gravity
model parameters;
nb-number of thruster model parameters; R=3x1 position

Note that N is measured in meters, not cycles, in the above
equations. Standard Kalman filter equations can then be
applied.
The invention claimed is:

WR
Wy

W6
+ Wy

prrate (R,n)=|R-RI+cm is the pseudo range rate
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a computer processor programmed to perform the follow
ing steps:
(a) buffering digital GPS signal data outputted by said
front-end circuitry over a time interval that is greater
than the duration of a bit of a navigation message;
(b) calculating a respective set of parameters based in
part on the digital GPS signal data remaining after
navigation data wipe-out for each frequency/time
data point in a search array, and based in part on
modeled clock errors calculated by using a periodic

US 8,259,012 B2
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function corresponding to a periodic thermal profile
of said satellite to model clock errors;

(c) calculating time-domain averaged I and Q signal
components as a function of said respective set of
parameters for each frequency/time data point in said
search array;
(d) calculating respective correlation magnitudes based
on said time-domain averaged I and Q signal compo
nents for each frequency/time data point in said
search array; and
(e) determining an orbit state correction based in part on
said correlation magnitudes.

5

buffered orbit state data.

14. The method as recited in claim 8, further comprising
the step of estimating corrections for the clock error model
10

2. The receiver as recited in claim 1, wherein said set of

parameters comprises predicted carrier intermediate fre
quency.

15

3. The receiver as recited in claim 1, wherein said set of

parameters comprises predicted code frequency.

4. The receiver as recited in claim 1, wherein said set of

parameters comprises predicted code phase.

5. The receiver as recited in claim 1, wherein said time

time interval;
25

30

error model.

8. A method of acquiring weak Global Positioning System
(GPS) signals onboard a satellite orbiting at high altitudes,
comprising the following steps:
(a) generating analog GPS signal data in response to detec
tion of analog GPS signals;
(b) converting said analog GPS signal data to digital GPS
signal data;
(c) buffering said digital GPS signal data over a time inter
Val that is greater than the duration of a bit of a naviga
tion message;
(d) calculating a respective set of parameters based in part
on the digital GPS signal data remaining after navigation
data wipe-out for each frequency/time data point in a
search array, and based in part on modeled clock errors
calculated by using a periodic function corresponding to
a periodic thermal profile of said satellite to model clock

35
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17. The receiver as recited in claim 15, wherein said com
50

55

on said modeled clock errors.
18. The receiver as recited in claim 15 wherein said com

puter processor is further programmed to perform the step of
estimating corrections for the clock error model and a thruster
19. The receiver as recited in claim 15, wherein:
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quency.

10. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein said set of

parameters comprises predicted code frequency.

the controller is programmed to enter the delayed-process
ing mode before a GPS signal is acquired, and to enter
real-time mode after the GPS signal is acquired.
20. The receiver as recited in claim 15, wherein:

11. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein said set of

interval is on the order of one second.

puter processor is further programmed to perform the step of
using a periodic function corresponding to a periodic thermal
profile of said satellite to model clock errors, and said respec
tive set of parameters are calculated in step (d) based in part

error model.

9. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein said set of

12. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein said time

16. The receiver as recited in claim 15, wherein said set of

parameters comprises predicted carrier intermediate fre
quency, predicted code frequency and predicted code phase.

(g) determining an orbit state correction based in part on
said correlation magnitudes.

parameters comprises predicted code phase.

(g) determining an orbit state correction based in part on
said correlation magnitudes:
wherein steps (d)-(g) are performed in real time during
real-time mode and performed in a long delayed manner,
segment-by-segment, during a delayed processing
mode.
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and

parameters comprises predicted carrier intermediate fre

(d) calculating a respective set of parameters for each fre
quency/time data point in a search array, the values of
said parameters being based in part on position and
velocity data included in said buffered orbit state data
and based in part on GNSS satellite position and velocity
data derived from a navigation message received from a
Source other than said detected analog GPS signals;
(e) calculating time-domain averaged I and Q signal com
ponents as a function of said respective set of parameters
for each frequency/time data point in said search array;
(f) calculating respective correlation magnitudes based on
said time-domain averaged I and Q signal components
for each frequency/time data point in said search array;
and

errors;

(e) calculating time-domain averaged I and Q signal com
ponents as a function of said respective set of parameters
for each frequency/time data point in said search array;
(f) calculating respective correlation magnitudes based on
said time-domain averaged I and Q signal components
for each frequency/time data point in said search array;

15. A Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver,
comprising:
front-end circuitry operable to generate digital GPS signal
data from received analog GPS signal data; and
a computer processor programmed to perform the follow
ing steps:
(a) buffering digital GPS signal data outputted by said
front-end circuitry over a time interval that is greater
than the duration of a bit of a navigation message;
(b) propagating orbit state data of a satellite during said
(c) buffering said orbit state data propagated during said

orbit state data.

7. The receiver as recited in claim 1, wherein said computer
processor is further programmed to perform the step of esti
mating corrections for the clock error model and a thruster

and a thruster error model.

time interval;

interval is on the order of one second.

6. The receiver as recited in claim 1, wherein said computer
processor is further programmed to perform the steps of
propagating orbit state data of said satellite during said time
interval and then buffering said orbit state data propagated
during said time interval, and said respective set of param
eters are calculated in step (b) based in part on said buffered

14
13. The method as recited in claim 8, further comprising
the steps of propagating orbit state data of said satellite during
said time interval and then buffering said orbit state data
propagated during said time interval, said respective set of
parameters being calculated in step (d) based in part on said
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the orbit state data buffered in step (c) is buffered with time
stamps to allow time-matched processing together with
the GPS signal data buffered in step (a) during the
delayed-processing mode.
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21. The receiver as recited in claim 15, wherein:

the orbit state correction determined in Step (g) is propa
gated from a time for which the correction is valid to a
time when the correction is applied;
at the time when the correction is applied, the correction is 5
sent to a Kalman filter, and the corrections received from

the Kalman filter are applied.
22. A receiver, comprising:
front-end circuitry operable to generate digital Global
Positioning System (GPS) signal data from a received 10
analog GPS signal; and
a computer processor programmed to:
(a) calculate a respective set of parameters based in part
on the digital GPS signal data for each frequency/time
data point in a search array, and based in part on

16
modeled clock errors calculated by using a periodic
function corresponding to a periodic thermal profile
of a satellite to model clock errors;

(b) calculate time-domain averaged I and Q signal com
ponents as a function of said respective set of param
eters for each frequency/time data point in said search
array;

(c) calculate respective correlation magnitudes based on
said time- domain averaged I and Q signal compo
nents for each frequency/time data point in said
search array; and
(d) determine an orbit state correction based in part on
said correlation magnitudes.
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